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Dawsonite [NaAiCO:(OH)z] and nordstrandite [A1(OH)a] are associated in Permian
marine strata of the Sydney Basin. The dawsonite, which appears to have developed in a
highly alkaline tidal or supratidal flat environment, occurs as fibrous aggregates in siltstones, as carbonate replacements in pseudomorphs after glauberite and in nodules contained within doiomite. The dalvsonite probably formed by the reaction between sodium
aluminate and carbonate-rich solutions whereas the nordstrandite appears to have developed from dawsonite through the loss of soda.

INrnooucuoN
Dawsonite [NaAICO3(OH)r] and nordstrandite [Al(OH)B] are rare
authigenic minerals which previously have not been found in association
within a single rock mass. Palache et al,. (1960) have describedseveral
occurrencesof dawsonite of low-temperature hydrothermal origin but
the more recent work of Hay (1963) on the salinesoilsat Olduvai Gorge
in Tanzania, Smith and Milton (1966) on the Green River Formation in
Colorado and Loughnan and See (1967) on the Greta Coal Nleasuresof
the Sydney Basin, New South Wales, has shown that the mineral may
develop in a diagenetic environment.
Nordstrandite on the other hand, has only been recordedfrom two
Iocalities.The mineral was first synthesisedby van Nordstrand el ol.
(1956)and subsequentlywas found in natural occurrences
within cavities
in limestonesf rom Guam (Hathaway and Schlanger, 1962and 1965)and
Sarawak (Wall el al. 1962).In both casesthe origin of the nordstrandite
is uncertain.
Recently, dawsonite and nordstrandite were discoveredby one of us
(R.G.) in the Permian marine Berry Formation, which forms part of the
ShoalhavenGroup, along the western margin of the Sydney Basin, The
host rocks are siltstonesand dolomites and in places the two minefals
are in intimate association.A wide array of hydrated sulphate minerals,
mostly of recent origin, accompanythe dawsoniteand nordstrandite.
GBorocy ol rHE Suoeru,qvBN Gnoup
The Sydney Basin of central eastern New South Wales is a broad structure that covers
at7 area in excess of ten thousand scuare miles. It contains both Permian and Triassic
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Basement of older Palaeozoic and sranite.
strata which attain a total thickness of more than 12,000 feet The Permian rests unconformably on a basement of granites and older Palaeozoic sediments principally Devonian
in age. In the southern and western parts of the basin, the Shoalhaven Group generally
forms the lowermost unit of the Permian strata. The presence of sporadic marine fossils,
mainly brachiopods, pelecypods and bryozoa, indicates the sediments are primarill- of
marine origin. However, it is possibie that some of the strata developed under nonmarine
conditions. In the west, the Shoalhaven Group is subdivided into the Megalong Conglomerate and the Berry Formation (Table 1). The Megalong Conglomerate for the most
part rests directly on the eroded surfaces of older Palaeozoic rocks and granite but in several
places it is underlain bv arkose that infills depressions in the basement.
The Megalong Conglomerate.'Ihe Megalong Conglomerate is variable in thickness but
attains a probable maximum of 500 feet. It is composed of a basal conglomerate 10 to 100
feet thick in which angular fragments of quartzite, granite, porphyry and slate are set in
a matrix of coarse lithic sandstone. Virlually all the conglomeratic fragments are of local
origin having been derived from the rocks comprising the basement. As Carne (1903)
noted, the conglomerate is particularly coarse at the base but the fragments decrease in size
upwards. Large isolated boulders composed principall,v of quartzite, occur sporadically
through the Megalong Conglomerate. Carne (1908) considered these boulders may have
been transported by ice but failed to find "direct evidence of glaciation." Many subsequent
workers however, have accepted the presence of these erratics as indicative of widespread
glaciation during the Permian.
Medium-grained, lithic sandstones with minor amounts of conglomerates and silts
comprise much of the upper part of the Megalong while in places, flaggy sandstones and
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lenticular carbonate beds immediatell'underlie the Berry Formation in the more marginal
areas The presenceof ripple marks, shallorv-lrough cross stratification and fine silty beds
throughoul the Megalcng attest to the existence of protracted periods of low-energy deDosition of the strata.
T'he Berry Format'ion. In the southern part of the basin the Berry Iforrnation attains a
maximum thickness of 2,260 feet but the unit thins along the western margin and in the
vicinity of Glen Davis it approrimates 200 feet Correlation between the Berry and the
Mulbring Formation, the uppermost unit of marine strata in the Hunter Vailey, has not
becn established with certaint)'but similarities in texture, structure and composition between the two formations leaves little doubt that the Mulbring is the northerly extension
of the Berry.
'lhe
Berry Iiormation is composed of a predominance cf blue-grey siltstones rvhich
are remarkably homogeneousthroughout the western part of the basin. Abundant silt to
fine sand-siz,edangular grains of quartz and well-ordered illite characterise the siltstones
and generally kaolinite is present additionally but in subordinate amounts. Itounded
pebbles of quartzite, porphyry and granite, although not very abundant, are disseminated
throughcut the siltstones and form a conspicuous feature of the sediments. A number of
interbedded sandstone units can be traced for great distances along the strike and, near
the top of the formation, lenticular and rounded carbonate masses are prevalent. 'fhe
carbonates contain an abundance of evenly distributed, angular, silt-sized quartz grains
and minor amounts of clay minerals. Although many of these masses are spheroidal to
subspheroidal in forms, there is no evidence of either concentric or radial structures.
'Ihe

nordstrandite

and

much

of the

dawsonite

found

to date

occur

either within or associatedwith the dolomite but possibly extensionof
this work mav reveal a more widespreaddistribution of both minerals.
Pseudomorphsof calciteafter singleand twinned crystalsof glauberite
(NazSO.r'CaSO+)
occur sporadicailyat a number of horizons within the
IJerrv Formation and are particulariy prevalent near the top of the unit.
These pseudomorphs,known as glendonites(Palacheet al., 1960), nay
exceed12 inches in length. However, in parts of the Glen Davis area
somewhatsmaller glendonitescontaining abundant dawsonitegenerall-v
with dolomite, occur and elsewheregypsum-bearingglendoniteshave
beenrecorded.According to David et al. (19O5)the lack of specificorientation of the glendoniteswithin the enclosingsiltstonesindicates "that
the original crystalsmust have grown at somedistancebelow the surface
of the mud." Apparentiy the only solutionsof hvpersalinity sufficientto
causesalt precipitation, were restricted to pores within the unconsolidated muds. This would suggesta broad tidal or possibly a supratidal,
flat environment for the formation of r,1eglendonites.
Drilling and seismicdata have permitted the constructionof isopachs
on the Berry Formation and theseindicate the presenceof broad shallow
shelf areas.Extending basinwardsfrom the westernand southerndepositional margins, the sedimentsthicken very gradually for distancesof 40
to 50 miles in the west and as much as 80 miles in the south and north-
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I,rc. 1. Sketch map of the Sydney Basin during the Permian, showing the extent of
the Shoalhaven Group and the approximate locations of the shelf area and the "hinge
line."

west. The approximateposition of the outer margin of the shelf is shown
as the "hingezorre)' on the accompanyingmap (Fig. 1) and beyond this
zone, the isopachsare closelyspacedand reflect the rapid thickening of
the sediments.Detailed mapping by one of us (R.G.) in the vicinity of
GIen Davis has shown the presenceof a subsidiary depressionon the
shelf and extension of this work may reveal further depressions.The
shallow gradient of the shelf was such that minor changes in sea Ievel
produced marked transgressions
and regressionsand possibly led to the
development of shallow lakes or Iagoons in the depressions.Sporadic
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worm burrows and the churnednature of many of the beds,undoubtedly
due to animal activity, afford further evidence of the shallow-water
conditipns that prevailed during deposition of the Berry Formation.
The sand bodies are believed to representstrand line depositsformed
during periodsof relative stability in the basin. The absenceof channels
and contemporaneousscoursin the Berry sedimentssuggeststhere was
little drainagefrom the land and presumably the climate was too arid
to produce a drainage pattern.
The environmentalmodel that emergesfor the Berry therefore,is an
extensive shallow shelf area extending landwards into broad tidal and
probably supratidal flats over which an arid climate apparently prevailed. The salts appear to have developedfrom supersalinepore waters
within the exposed muds. The difficulty with this model is to account
for the dissemination of conglomeratic fragments in the siltstones for
although these fragments are of Iocal origin, having been derived either
from the basement or more probably the underlying Megalong Conglomerate,the arid climate would precludetransport by stream activity'
Raggatt (1938), in describing the Mulbring Formation, the lateral
equivalent of the Berry Formation in the Hunter Valley, recorded the
presenceof similar conglomeratic fragments which he attributed to the
action of ice-rafting during periods of glaciation. Ilowever, examination
by one of us (R.G.) of severalhundred rock fragments from the Berry
revealed that although many are facetted possibly as a result of insufficient abrasion of cleavageand joint blocks, none contained striations.
Moreover, the absence of rock flour and pulverised primary minerals
such as feldspar, the existenceof shallow shelf areas devoid of contemporaneous erosion channels and the remarkably even distribution of the
pebbles are features which are difficult to reconcilewith glacial activity.
If glaciation were widespreadsurely some concentration of rock fragments would be expected within the sedimentary succession.NevertheIess, no other entirely satisfactory explanation has been advanced to
account for the mechanism of emplacement of the conglomeratic fragments and for the presentglacial activity must remain a possibility.
A number of sulphate salts occur as superficial exudation products on
recent exposuresof the siltstones.The salts are listed in Table 2 and of
these all appear to be of recent origin with the possible exceptions of
jarosite and natrojarosite,which occur as powdery films along bedding
planes in the siltstones. Presumably the remaining sulphates have been
derived from the reaction of the breakdown products of the jarosites
with dolomite and dawsonite.The generalpaucity of secondarypotassium salts is probably due to the early fixation of this cation in the illite,
which is the dominant clay mineral present.The well-orderednature of
the illite supports this concept.
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T,c,nl,n2. SrcoNoenv SulpnarB MtNpnals tN rup Bnnny _FoplrerroN
Alunogenite
Basaluminite
Bloedite
Epsomite
Gypsum
Hexahydrite
Hydrobasaluminite
Jarosite
Natrojarosite
Pickeringite
Thenardite

A1,(S04)3.18HrO
Al4S04(OH)ro'5HrO
MgSO+.NazSOr 4HrO
MgSOa THrO
CaSO+.2HzO
X{gSOa.6HrO
A14504(OH)1o.36HrO
KFe:(SOr)z(OH)o
NaF&(SOdz(OH)o
MgAlz(SOn)r'22HrO
NaSO+

The l{ile Sub-Group. The final vestiges of marine transgression in the
western part of the Sydney Basin are apparent in the Nile Sub-Group
which forms part of the Illawarra Cbal Measures.The basal units of the
sub-group cover the entire western shelf and consist of carbonatescontaining chert fragmentstogetherwith claystonesand minor amounts of
shales.These are succeededby a calcarenitewhich representspartiai
reworking of the underlying carbonaterocks. The marine units pass upwards into a terrestrial faciesof carbonaceousshaleswith plant impressionsand coal seams.
OccunnnNcn ol DAWSoNTTE
ANDNonlsrnlNorro
Dau'sonite occurs as aggregatesof very fine needles arranged as
sheaves,tufts and more commonly, spheruliticmassesmeasuringa miliimeter or more in a diameter, within the siltstoneand dolomite. The aggregatesin the siltstonesare disseminatedand generally form only a
minor constituent of the rock. However, in places particularly where
outcropsof the siltstoneare protectedby overhangingstrata, glendonites
containing dawsoniteand measuringup to 100 mm in length can be observed(Fig. 2). Dawsonite may constitute as much as 70 percentof these
glendoniteswith dolomite and/or siltstone comprisingthe remainder.
In the dolomite, dawsonite occurs associatedwith calcite, kaolinite
andf or nordstrandite as nodular masses(Fig. 3), which are aligned in
the generaldirection of the bedding, suggestingan early syngeneticorigin. The nodulesmay exceed20 mm in diameter and contain spherulitic
dawsoniteas the most abundant mineral, commonly in associationwith
calcite. The calcite may be present either as discretegrains up to 1 mm
in length or as spherulitic massesthat appear to be pseudomorphsaf ter
dawsonite.In plzrces,grains of calcite form a rim around the nodules.
fn someof the noduleskaolinite is the dominant mineral to the complete
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Frc. 2. A glendonite pseudomorphed by dawsonite in the Berry Formation,
near Glen Davis, N.S.W.

or almost complete exclusionof dawsonite. Much of the kaolinite is massive and textureless but in places it is present as polycrystalline aggregates, which have a border of coarser-grained and well-cleaved outgrowths of the same mineral.
Nordstrandite occurs as anhedral to euhedral crystals that range up
to 1 mm or more in length (Fig. a). The euhedralcrystalsappearrhombic
in outline whereas the anhedral grains resemblequartz in being angular,
clear and colourless and in showing first order birefringence colours.
However, the relief of the nordstrandite is much greater than that of
qrartz and distinction between the two minerals is easily facilitated on
the basis of this property. Dawsonite is invariably associatedwith the
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Irrc. 3. Nodular masses of dawsonite (white) in dolomite from the Berry Formation,
Glen Davis, N.S.W. Note the veins of calcite believed to be infilled svneresis cracks.

Frc. 4. A subhedral crystal of nordstrandite in a dawsonite nodule, Glen Davis, N.S.W
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nordstrandite and in many of the dawsonite-rich nodules, crystals and
grains of nordstrandite form a continuous rim around the nodule. Elsewhere however, nordstrandite occurs within the spherulitic masses of
dawsonite. Calcite and kaolinite may be present additionally but nordstrandite has not been observed in physical contact with kaolinite.
Thin veins of calcite, generally of the order of 0.1 mm in width but
ranging up to 0.5 mm traverse the dolomite in various directions and
abut but do not extend into the nodules. Unlike the nodules the veins
have difiuse boundaries with the enclosingdolomite and in placesqvattz
grains protrude from the dolomite into the calcite veins. These veins
are believed to representinfilled syneresiscracks formed during crystallisation of the dolomite although the diffusenessof the boundaries suggestssomereplacement of the dolomite by calcite. The fact that the veins
do not continue into the nodules does not necessarily imply that their
development preceded that of the nodules. On the contrary, the abundance of quartz in the dolomite and its absencefrom the nodules rather
suggeststhat the origin of the nodules was penecontemporanceouswith
that of the dolomite and this is supported by the alignment and attenuatfon of the nodules in the general direction of bedding.
CnBlrrcar ANDX-RAY DATA
Relatively pure samplesof dawsonite suitable for X-ray, chemical and
thermal studies were readily obtainable by handpicking the glendonites
and nodules. On the other hand, the samples of nordstrandite recovered
from the nodules by this method contained appreciable quantities of
carbonatesand concentration of the mineral proved necessary.This was
achieved by treatment with warm 10 percent acetic acid. The acid dissolved calcite and dawsonite and left a residue containing approximately
90 percent nordstrandite with quartz the principal contaminant. This
strength of acid is generally sufficient to remove appreciable quantities
of gibbsite from bauxite but appearedto have little effect on the nordstrandite and apparently the stability of the nordstrandite in this respect
is due to its relatively coarsegrainsize.
Chemical analyseswere made of the dawsonite and nordstrandite concentratesby Messrs.Pyle and Rice of the N.S.W. Department of Mines
Chemical Laboratory and the results are given in Table 3 together with
the theoretical values for the two minerals. X-ray diffraction, thermogravimetric and differential thermal analyses were also made on the
prepared samples. In Table 4, the X-ray diffraction results for the two
minerals are compared with data taken from the literature and it will be
observed that the values are in very close agreement. An X-ray diffraction pattern was also obtained for a prepared mixture of nordstrandite
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1. Glen Davis, N.S.W. Analyst T. D. Rice, N.S.W. Dept. of Mines Chemical
Laboratory
2. Thecretical composition of nordstrandite.
3. Glen Davis, N.S W.-Analyst J. H. Pyle and T. D. Rice, N.S.W. Dept of Mines
Chemical Laboratory.
4. Theoretical composition of dawsonite.

and gibbsite and the two sets of lines were clearly resolved.Samplesof
dawsoniteheated to a temperatureof 7000Cyielded weak lines attributable to sodium aluminate.
Severalof the X-ra1-patterns obtainedfor the nodulescontainedweak
reflectionsthat could not be related to a specificmineral. The strongest
of thesereflectionsoccurredat d values of 6.42,6.24 and 6.16 A and generally only'one or two were evident in a singlepattern. Similar reflections
were alsof ound in someof the patterns of secondarysaltsand presumably
thev representalteration products as yet unidentified.
DrscussroN
Dawsonite of authigenic origin has been describedpreviouslv from
only three localitiesin the world: Olduvai Gorgein Tanzania,the Green
River Formation in Coloradoand the Greta Coal Measuresat Muswellbrook in the northern part of the Sydney Basin, New South Wales.
According to Hay (1963) the dawsoniteat Olduvai Gorgehas resulted
from the reaction of sodium carbonate and bicarbonate solutions with
nepheline, trachy"tic glass and clay minerals in an arid and highly alka-
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Glen Davis, N S W.-Quartz lines omitted.
Synthetic nordstrandite-van Nordstrand et al. (1956).
Guam-Hathaway & Schlanger (1965).
Glen Davis, N S.W.
Musrvellbrook, N.S.W. Loughnan & See (1967).
Green River Fm., Colorado-Smith & Milton (1966).

Iine environment.

Natrolite,

other zeolites and carbonates

are associated

with the dawsonite and the pH of the surfacerocks and soils rangesfrom
9.5 to 10.6. The dawsonitein the oil shalesand dolomites of the Green
River Formation in the PiceanceBasin, Coloradois also accompaniedby
zeolites,particularly analcite, together with nahcolite, trona and a wide
array of other authigenicsilicatesand carbonatesand again there is every
indication that the sedimentswere laid down under strongly alkaline
conditions.The fact that dawsonitecan be synthesisedfrom solutionsof
sodium aluminate in the presenceof excesssodium hydroxide and carbon
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dioxide (Bader, 1938)affordsfurther evidenceof the high pH values required for the genesisof the minerals.However, it should be noted that
the dawsonite found in Permian coal measuresandstonesat Muswellbrook in the Sydney Basin (Loughnan and See,1967) is not associated
with zeolitesand there is little evidencebeyond the presenceof dawsonite
to suggestunusually high pH conditions.
Despite the lack of supporting evidence at Muswellbrook, a strongly
alkaline environment relatively rich in soda and alumina and deficient
in the strong acidic radicalssuch as Cl- and SOa2-,presentsthe optimum
conditions for the formation of dawsonite. Apparently the alumina is
mobilised as sodium aluminate and precipitation of dawsonite occurs
where thesesolutions encounter increasedconcentrationsof the carbonate
ion. The problem is to account for the high concentrationof soda in the
sediments.
Concentration through evaporation is an obvious possibility. IIowever,
in the caseof the Berry Formation, the widespreaddistribution of marine
fossilsattests to the essentiallymarine origin of the strata and the normal
evaporation of marine brines should have yielded sulphate minerals such
as anhydrite and gypsum and chlorides such as halite. Anhydrite and
halite have not been encounteredin the Berry sedimentsbut gypsum,
apparently of recent origin, has been found. The association of glendonites, which are believed to representpseudomorphsafter glauberite,
with the dawsonite could offer a possible mechanism for the selective
removal of sulphate ions from the brines. In accounting for the origin of
these glendonites in the Sydney Basin, Gibbons and Gordon (1969)
pointed out that whereasgypsum is the early product of seawater evaporation under warm conditions,concentrationof the brines by freezing
tends to precipitate mirabilite (Na2SO+.10HrO)as the earliest mineral
phase. They believe that alternate freezing and thawing could result in
the formation of glauberite at the expenseof gypsum and mirabilite.
A further complication is that dawsonite occurs in the glendonites and
presumably has pseudomorphed glauberite. It is difficult to envisage a
chemical environment that on the one hand would promote solution of
calcium and sulphate ions and on the other, causeprecipitation of sodium
and aluminium. Moreover, since the glendonites have been replaced in
part by dawsonite and dolomite, formation of these minerals presumably
occurred at a period subsequentto deposition of the enclosingsiltstones.
Yet, in the beds of massive dolomite which also contain dawsonite, the
distribution of detrital qoartz is similar to that in the surrounding siltstonessuggestingthat the dolomitesand siltstonesformed contemporaneouslv.Possibly there was more than one period of dawsoniteand dolomite development.
The absenceof analcite in the Berry Formation is a further puzzling
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aspect for surely solutions sufficiently alkaline to mobilise alumina would
also dissolve considerablequantities of silica. The silicate rather than
the carbonate of sodium and aluminium therefore, would be the anticipated mineral phase resulting from partial neutralisation of these solutions.
It is apparent that the mechanism of formation of the dawsonite in
the Berry Formation is far from understood and much experimental work
is needed to determine the environment that gave rise to the mineral.
When this is achieved our knowledge of many aspects of the Sydney
Basin will be enhanced.
Interpretation of the mode of formation of the nordstrandite does not
appear to be fraught with the same diffi,cultiesas that of the dawsonite.
The fact that nordstranditecommonly occursas rims around the margins
of dawsonite nodules suggeststhat it is a secondaryproduct formed
through the loss of soda from the latter mineral and probably the development of nordstrandite instead of the normal polymorph gibbsite,
is due to its origin in this manner.
N a A I C O g ( O H ) ,f H , O = A I ( O H ) B * N a H C O a
Dawsonite

Nordstrandite

It should be noted, however, that in the two natural occurrencesof nordstrandite recorded previously from Guam (Hathaway and Schlanger,
1962, 1965) and Sarawak (Wall et a1,.,1962) daw.sonitewas not found in
association with the mineral. Perhaps further investigations of these
deposits will reveal the presenceof dawsonite.
Although illite is the dominant clay mineral in the Berry Formation
it is not associatedwith the kaolinite in the nodulescontainedwithin the
dolomite. This would suggestthat the kaolinite is not detrital but rather
that it has crystallised within the nodules and certainly the vermicular
outgrowths on the polycrystallineaggregatesindicate that at least some
of the mineral present is of authigenic origin. Kaolinite may form either
as a residuefrom the weathering of an aluminosilicate mineral or through
silicification of an aluminous mineral. In the absenceof any evidence of
a pre-existing aluminosilicate mineral it would appear that the second
alternative is more likely and that the kaolinite developed through the
silicification of nordstrandite.
AcxnowmocnurNrs
The authors are indebted to Messrs. J. H. Pyle and T. D. Rice of the New South Wales
Departmcnt of Mines Chemical Laboratory for the chemical analyses.
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